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Softonic reviewAvast Small Office Protection is a security and privacy mobile app by Avast Software that allows you to keep an eye on your business’ security even while on the go. This is an all-in-one security solution that combines powerful antivirus protection with versatile features to cater perfectly to small offices or home offices. It can only be
installed up to a certain number of devices, but it’s available on both PC and mobile.All-around mobile protectionWhen it comes to antivirus programs, the Avast Antivirus series is a popular choice. As a whole product line of cross-platform internet security applications, it offers a wide range of software that caters to different types of users. If you’re
looking for something that fits the needs of a small business, Avast Small Office Protection is recommended. This app features robust real-time protection for minimal user maintenance— exactly what most small teams need to improve productivity. From ransomware to phishing, this mobile security app offers a next-generation antivirus system that
can protect customer data and sensitive information, as well as prevent disastrous data breaches. You don’t need to have any IT experience to use its advanced features. Not only is it highly user-friendly, but it also offers business-grade tech support through email, chat, and calls to make up for any lack of IT staff in your organization. Additionally, it
has multi-OS support to let you install it on most common platforms.No matter the platformThe different platform versions are mostly similar in their core features. The app can block malware and verify if any URLs are safe to open. However, there are still some differences with the tools offered. For this mobile version, it can secretly capture images
and audio clips of whoever stole your smartphone or tablet. Its anti-theft feature helps you track down your lost or stolen device, too, and can remotely lock or wipe its data in case the thief changes its SIM card. Additionally, your files and apps can be locked with either a PIN code, pattern, or fingerprint. Your photos have their own encrypted vault. If
you’re having trouble with space, it has a tool for freeing up junk files. It can even boost your speed and increase your battery life. One interesting feature the mobile app has over the PC versions is that it comes with a built-in VPN. This helps in keeping your team’s online activities anonymous and lets you check the security of any network.For Avast
Small Office Protection’s license, it can be installed on up to 10 devices for an annual subscription plan of either one year, two years, or three years. The devices can be either PC or mobile. However, this device limit can’t be upgraded so you’ll have to look at other Avast Business products for more coverage. Another downside to this security software
is that there’s no free trial available to see if it suits your exact needs. There’s still a 30-day money-back guarantee, though. A little tool with big featuresAll in all, Avast Small Office Protection is definitely designed to be an easy-to-use mobile security app. Not only does it feature cross-platform capabilities for its antivirus and web protection, but its
other tools also focus on protecting your device if it ever gets lost or stolen. While you can’t test it for a limited duration, it supports both PC and mobile devices so its paid license is worth the price considering the wide variety of features you’ll have access to.Author's reviewAvast Business Small Office Protection delivers complete next-gen online
security for small businesses that want to keep their devices and data safe from the latest cyberthreats. It provides robust, real-time protection that’s easy to install, cost-effective, and reliable - so you can set it and forget it. Focus on running your business with confidence and peace of mind. Small Office Protection works seamlessly with your existing
hardware, equipment, and devices. Plus, it includes advanced features that boost employee productivity - all while preventing data breaches, fraud, financial data theft, and hackers. This solution is ideal for self-sufficient small/home offices that have limited resources, IT knowledge, and budget.Avast Business Small Office Protection provides multi-OS
support for up to 10 devices, no IT experience or IT staff required. With a full stack of security features, it's designed to secure your business against ransomware, fraud, financial data theft, phishing, and more so that you can continue expanding your business. Our solution keeps your business running without affecting productivity. Our single
lightweight agent reacts instantly to malware, without compromising your system’s performance. Avast Free Antivirus is a free security software that you can download on your Windows device. The latest version of the program includes multiple scanning options, password manager, URL filter, network scanner, and silent gaming feature. Moreover,
it protects users from malware, viruses, ransomware, and other threats. The comprehensive solution isn’t limited to Windows and is also available for download on Android, iOS, and macOS devices. What is Avast Free Antivirus?Avast Free Antivirus download is a system protection program that scans your Windows device for all available threats like
viruses, spyware, malware, adware, ransomware, and more. After scanning, the program puts all suspicious files and folders under quarantine, allowing users to select the ones they wish to keep and the ones they want Avast to delete. You can also use Avast to scan USB drives. The free program isn’t limited to scanning for viruses and includes
features such as a robust password manager, Wi-Fi scanner, malicious link filter, and an additional anti-ransomware function. The latter can be used to add a layer of protection to important documents and photographs. The program also lets users change the app’s sensitivity and customize it as per their unique requirements. Is Avast Free Antivirus
any good?Although free, Avast Antivirus download offers robust protection against new and advanced threats, thanks to its reliance on machine learning and cloud protection. The app’s virus scanner compares files and programs with an available database of identified malware and separates the ones that are infected or suspicious. Items deemed
suspicious are uploaded to Avast’s lab for further analysis. Does the app have a user-friendly interface?Avast Free Antivirus for Windows 10 and below computers comes with a clean and intuitive interface. Apart from being user-friendly, the application also provides systematic prompts to help beginners get started and take optimal security decisions.
The program’s primary page consists of a central text that informs users whether or not their PC is protected. In case there’s an issue, the text shows the alphabet X in a dark shade of red. With step-by-step instructions, the app ensures that you eliminate all threats or resolve any issue that may have come up. Additionally, the interface of Avast
Antivirus includes all the functions that it offers, as well as links to features that you need to pay to use. The latter can, however, be used to identify existing problems. Does Avast Antivirus offer quick scanning?Avast free trial consists of multiple scanners, including quick scan, network scan, deep scan, and more. The program’s quick scan feature
works by scanning the entire computer but focuses more on areas where viruses are known to take shelter. The scanner takes a look into boot processes, apps, USB drives, and directories. Wi-Fi scanner eliminates the possibility of cyberattacks and hacks. Running a deep scan may take a while, but it helps identify all suspicious files and folders. While
infectious items are instantly removed, suspicious items are sent to quarantine so that you can take a look at the threats and remove those that you don’t require. Avast also uploads this information to the cloud and its lab to ensure it can analyze and provide protection against new threats. Does Avast Free Antivirus offer any additional features?Apart
from finding and removing malware, Avast Free Antivirus for Windows 7 offers various additional features, including a password manager, behavior shield, Do Not Disturb mode, browser cleaner, driver updater, and more. With the help of Avast, you can safeguard all your passwords and filter and clear any links that might be suspicious or tracking
your activity. The DND function blocks all popups and can come in quite handy when you’re playing games or watching movies. Users can also use the program’s driver updater to identify and update corrupt or outdated drivers. The behavior shield function is quite essential as it observes all downloaded applications and detects any suspicious
behavior that it comes across. Additionally, Avast Free Antivirus download also lists features that aren’t included in the free package. These features can be used to identify issues on your PC, but to remove them, you need to either buy the function at an additional cost or upgrade to Avast’s premium security suite. The app also offers a browser
extension that you can use to protect your online presence. Does Avast slow down the computer? Avast Antivirus free download for Windows 10 can not only take up a lot of time in completing a scan but can also slow down the speed of your PC during that time. However, the program doesn’t impact system performance while it's running in the
background. The company has also informed users that it no longer collects or shares user data. Is Avast only free for 30 days?Avast Antivirus is free to download and you can use it for as long as you want. The program doesn’t put a cap on the number of days you can use its many features. Instead, it only pushes paid features via its free program.
These are mostly advanced security functions that users may find useful. The program offers all of these paid features as part of Avast Premium Security software. Are there any alternatives?AVG Antivirus is Avast’s sister company and also offers a range of security features for free. Other antivirus companies that are worth noting are paid but come
with a free trial period. Some of these include Kaspersky Internet Security, Quick Heal Antivirus, and Norton AntiVirus. Does Avast offer robust protection?If you’re worried about the performance of the free antivirus software, you should know that Avast does quite well in that category. The program relies on its machine learning capabilities and
cloud protection to identify and eliminate threats from your computer and network. Even though the app is free, it does identify almost all threats and easily removes them from your PC. It also features additional functions such as password manager, URL filter, USB and network scanner, and more!
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